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There was another factor not without its influence: the
move was made at a time when all the countries round the Bay
of Bengal were in the grip of one of the worst famines on record.
The Dutch, who came to Burma late in the year 1634 to negotiate
trading terms, reported that the whole country was famine-
stricken, people were dying of starvation and trade was at a
standstill. This alone would suffice to explain the decision to
abandon an expansionist policy and seek safety in retrenchment.
So the idea of a national kingship by union with the Mons
was forsaken, a fresh coronation on strictly Burmese lines was
held in the new capital, and in Harvey's words, "the court
relapsed into its tribal homeland, Upper Burma". It was a
retrograde step, a surrender to traditionalism. Four hundred
miles was a long way from the sea in those days. The journey
up-stream from Syriam to Ava often took as much as two
months. Thus, cut off from contact with the outside world,
Burmese rulers came truly to believe that their palace was the
centre of the universe, that building pagodas, collecting daugh-
ters from vassals, and raiding their neighbours for white ele-
phants and slaves was the essence of kingcraft. It is not without
significance that Siam, which, when forced in the next century
to evacuate its capital, built one at a seaport rather than further
inland, managed to survive as an independent state, while
Burma succumbed to foreign conquest. The chief ingredient in
the failure of the Burmese kingdom was supplied not by
'Western Imperialism', but by the intransigence and xeno-
phobia which radiated from the Court of Ava.
Apart from the Mon revolt at its commencement, Thalun's
reign was peaceful. He aimed at restoring order and social
organization. His minister, Kaingsa, compiled the first law
book in Burmese, the Manusarashwemin or Maharaja dhamma-
that. It owed much to earlier Mon collections, but substituted
Burmese ideas on inheritance for the Hindu ideas on which Mon
law was based. Thalun also reconstructed the administration of
the Kyauks& irrigation area. Regiments of the army were settled
there as tenants. With the Court once more established at Ava
this area naturally resumed its earlier importance.
Thalun's greatest work, however, was to overhaul the
revenue administration of the whole kingdom. Under his

